Employee Parking at the Del Mar Plaza
Total Employee Breakdown
Employees with unlimited parking cards

74%

Employees not driving themselves

16%

Employees using other methods than cards

10%

74% percent of all the employees currently utilize the unlimited parking card program at Del
Mar Plaza. It is available to all employees and is managed by LAZ parking under the guidance of
Brixton Capital property management. We gathered all the data by analyzing a combination of
LAZ parking data, eyewitness testimony from staff including management and security, and
interviews with the management from individual tenants.
Not all employees at the Del Mar Plaza have their own vehicle. When we list that 16% of
employees are not driving themselves this includes but is not limited to: carpooling with fellow
employees, being dropped off by friends and/or family, utilizing NCTD or other forms of public
transportation, biking and using on-site bike racks, walking, or any combination of these
methods.
The final segment were the employees that we could not account for with the parking cards or
using other means of transportation in these calculations. Some of the managers cited that it was
difficult to account for every employee through the parking card system because of the high
turnover of employees in certain sectors especially in restaurants and retail. Managers said that
they usually will provide validations to employees to park during trial periods before getting a
permanent parking card. Some managers will also opt to use validations for employees who
work so few hours a month. They prefer to use our validation system for employees since there
are 1hr, 2hr, 4hr, 8hr, and 24hr validations available. There are also some seasonal employees
during winter holiday shopping season and peak summer (fair and racing season) where again
managers prefer to give them validations than a permanent card.
Every tenant knows there is a strict rule that employees are not allowed to park in surrounding
neighborhoods, and we enforce that rule. Our employee parking system is as accommodating as
possible to ensure compliance, with any system, there needs to be some margin for error. For
example, an employee has mentioned that if they are running late for an evening shift and don’t
have time to look for a spot in the garage even with their card, they may opt not to park in the
garage. Every employee can access parking in the garage, and yet some will choose not to do so.
We have created a system that works for management, the tenants, and their employees, all while
following the City’s ordinance.
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In advance of tonight's public hearing I wanted to forward comments from my neighbors
and I on Zuni Drive regarding the modification of the pay parking program at Del Mar
Plaza.
First off, we are all collectively very happy about the improvements and success of the
plaza and these comments are not intended to impede that success.
While not necessarily opposed to the proposed plaza parking fee increase for the longterm, we are concerned however at his juncture as to how the increased fees will further
impact our street. We're already in a situation where more and more vehicles fill our
street with both plaza patrons and employees (not all are utilizing programs in place) to
avoid the existing fee structure. It's created a situation where many times there are
more vehicles than space will allow.
Points of Concern:
1. Ambulance, Paramedics and Fire Truck Access - The heavily overparked
street impacts passage, critical for response time, on a very narrow street, creating onelane situations.
2. Blocking of Individual Home Access is difficult for both ingress and egress driveways
– Parking too close/beyond driveways & pathways (creating spaces where they don't
exist).
3. Forthcoming new construction sites on Zuni Drive which will further increase day
workers and street parking demands.
Prior to approval of the parking fee modification, we request to work with the plaza and
the city, quickly, to achieve some thoughtful solutions that will help resolve the current
aforementioned issues at hand, acknowledge and ready ourselves for long-term plaza
growth, all while maintaining harmony as we live, work, and play. together.
-Residents of Zuni Drive
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